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“TAIL-LIGHTS” FOR PARACHUTES

They're now putting bicycle tail-lights on parachutes. The tail-light formerly made for bicycles has proved to be adaptable for use on parachutes. A lamp and small dry cell fastened to each cargo parachute makes it easier for paratroops to locate supplies dropped to them at night. The same lamp and battery combination fastened to a life preserver aids a struggling swimmer to see it in the dark. The bicycle tail-light is but one of more than 200 peacetime lamps that have been pressed into military service.
WANTED

Engineers and Technicians

INTERESTING WORK on post-war research and war projects in one of the world's largest air conditioning and refrigeration research laboratories with excellent opportunity for obtaining industrial experience and post-war employment, if desired, for

1) LABORATORY SUPERVISOR to organize testing procedure and direct the work of laboratory technicians.

2) ENGINEERS in design and research work on refrigeration and air conditioning equipment and in development on essential war contracts.

3) LABORATORY TECHNICIANS to direct the complete erection of test set-ups and direct and supervise the actual test runs.

4) INSTRUMENT TECHNICIANS to do instrument calibration and to be in charge of instrument storage, repairs, etc.

Please write:
MR. T. M. COX
Personnel Department
CARRIER CORPORATION
Syracuse, New York

The Best Way to Be Sure Your Books and Supplies Meet the Rigid Requirements Laid Down By the University is to Trade at the

UNIVERSITY BOOK STORE

EAST BASEMENT
DERBY HALL
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